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in a cage and it is not easy for the eye to follow its move-
ments. But to see how the small ichneumon wove the outer
coat crosswise, joining- it lengthwise and the next coat it wove
lengthwise, joining it across the middle, was interesting.

The old luna must be a patient creature as it hangs for days
while fifty or more of these active worms come through its

skin and weave their nests. If the luna would shake a bit,

they would all tumble off, for after the spinning is started

they are never closely attached to the host. This big worm
is covered with wounds, some of them soon get black, perhaps
it feels too sick to be anything but quiet.

N. McMuRRAY, Clearfield, Pennsylvania.

Occurrence of Morellia podagrica Lw. in North America.

(Dip.: Muscidae).
On June 27, 1924. I collected a male of the above European

species at Marshfield, Oregon : and on July 25 I collected a
male and a female at Summit Station, Montana, at the south

edge of Glacier National Park, altitude 5200 feet.

After identifying the species, being impressed by the wide
distance between the two localities, it occurred to me to examine
the western material of the common nearctic Morellia /ttieans

Mcq. in the National Museum ( now including my own western
material), to see if the species had not been previously collected,
and not noticed. However, I found no mixture of podagrica
in the collection

; the three specimens mentioned are all I know
from North America, and it will have to pass as a coincidence
that I found it twice on a single western trip after collecting
in the West for the greater part of the last thirty years.

The genus Morellia has been discussed and tabulated by Mai-
loch in Annals and Magazine of Natural History, 1923, 520.

From Pyrdlia it differs in having no ventral bristle on the mid-
dle tibia. Our two nearctic species (there are several neo-

tropical ) differ in the male by such striking characters that

they are very easily separatee!. In micans the male middle
tibia is thickened apically, warped so as to be concave length-
wise behind, and has on its outer edge a row of delicate dense

upright cilia, longer near the base ; the hind tarsus has on
the upper surface a row of upright hairs about twice as Ion-

as the thickness of the segments. In podagrica. a noticeably
larger species, the tip of the middle femur has a tuft of stout

bristles situated on a swelling : the middle tibia is slender at

the extreme base, then suddenly expanded into a hump on the

outer side at one-sixth its length, which bears numerous small
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spiny hairs turned backward. The hump gradually diminishes

toward the tip of the tibia, and there are some short, erect,

spiny hairs all along the outer edge. The hind tarsus does not

have striking hairs above.

The females are not easily separated. I identified my Mon-
tana specimen from collecting it with the male and not getting
males of inicans at the same time. I have seen but one European
female, which is extremely like that of our abundant mica us.

Podagrica was described by Loew in Wiener Ent. Monats-

schrift, I, 45, 1852, as a Cyrt one nra.

J. M. ALDRICH,
U. S. National Museum, Washington, D. C.
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